Allowance for antibody bivalence in the determination of association rate constants by kinetic exclusion assay.
This investigation completes the amendment of theoretical expressions for the characterization of antigen-antibody interactions by kinetic exclusion assay-an endeavor that has been marred by inadequate allowance for the consequences of antibody bivalence in its uptake by the affinity matrix (immobilized antigen) that is used to ascertain the fraction of free antibody sites in a solution with defined total concentrations of antigen and antibody. A simple illustration of reacted site probability considerations in action confirms that the square root of the fluorescence response ratio, R(Ag)/R₀, needs to be taken in order to determine the fraction of unoccupied antibody sites, which is the parameter employed to describe the kinetics of antigen uptake in the mixture of antigen and antibody with defined initial composition. The approximately 2-fold underestimation of the association rate constant (k(a)) that emanates from the usual practice of omitting the square root factor gives rise to a corresponding overestimate of the equilibrium dissociation constant (K(d))--a situation that is also encountered in the thermodynamic characterization of antigen-antibody interactions by kinetic exclusion assay.